TACTICAL INVESTMENTS

Deriving clues from Smart Money Patterns

Signs of Stock
Market Top
By Binni Ong

I

n INVEST Magazine Issue 7 published
on Feb/Mar 09, my colleague Soh Tiong
Hum wrote an article on ‘Signs of Stock
Market Bottom’. In the article, he dis-

cussed the phenomenon of base building
which is an important characteristic of market
bottoms. He also shared with readers three

Double Bottom Base – resembles a twin
valley formation (a “W” shape) showing
support and interest to buy at same low
(second bottom)
INVERTED HEAD AND SHOULDER

patterns to look out for which help investors

BASE

spot for an early turnaround in the market.

Inverted head and shoulder Base– resembles

These patterns are double bottom, inverted

a human head and shoulder with the head

head and shoulder and lastly cup and handle.

protrudes well below the bottoms of the

Let’s do a short recap about the patterns
he wrote:
BASE BUILDING
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DOUBLE BOTTOM BASE

shoulder
CUP AND HANDLE BASE
Cup and Handle Base – resembles the shape

Base Building – represents a healthy change

of a tea cup with a small nice handle. The cup

of hands where strong buyers accumulate

shows slow and gradual accumulation usu-

stocks patiently

ally characterized by medium and long term
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investors while handle shows accumulation
at a higher price by them.

In my opinion, the article is very timely
because if any investor who has read Tiong
Hum’s article, then he or she would have
spotted the double bottom in Strait Times
Index (STI). After the completion of double
bottom base in STI, the index rocketed 1,353
points. See charts.
Back to current market conditions, STI
has fallen 373 points from high of 3313 (recorded on 9 Nov 2010) to recent low of 2945
(recorded on 18 March 2011). One key question you might ask – can we spot any signs
of stock market top to either lock in profit at
the high or short-sell to make money from a
fallen market?
The answer is definitely yes.

FIGURE 1: STI ROCKETED 1,353 POINTS AFTER COMPLETION OF DOUBLE BOTTOM BASE. THIS PATTERN WAS
MENTIONED BY SOH TIONG HUM IN THE FEB/MAR 2009 INVEST MAGAZINE

FIGURE 2: STI SHOWED CONSOLIDATION FOR 4 MONTHS, RETESTED TO MAKE A LOWER HIGH AND SUBSEQUENTLY
BROKE AN IMPORTANT SUPPORT

SIGNS TO WATCH FOR WHEN PRICE IS AT THE HIGH

There are many signs to look for to suggest whether the market is toppish or still has more room to move up. Some of my stock class
students told me that when taxi drivers are talking about which stock to buy, this is a strong hint that market is toppish. I wish I could
agree with this, but as a true market technician, there are definite signs we look for.
Sign 1: Price consolidates or price movement is flat for an extended period of time. The longer the time period, the more prices will fall
Sign 2: Price retests previous high or retests a lower high
Sign 3: Price breaks below a significant support. If this support is broken with high volume, the downwards movement will be 		
significant
Let’s take a look at the chart above showing STI from October 2010 to February 2011.
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If we go through the checklist that allow
us to spot potential tops, STI fulfils all the
above. Lower high shows weakness in bulls
in taking price higher. A break of important
support shows strength of bears in bring
price lower. This pattern has been found recurring across markets (forex, futures, and
commodity) and in many stocks. Most important, this pattern has been proven true
and valid over time. I call this a Lower High
Pattern that is part of Smart Money Strategy,
a course that I taught.
APPLYING THIS METHOD TO
SINGAPORE STOCKS

rection recently. You may ask – will I be able

by 23.2% after breaking support of $3.23 to

to know before the huge fall begins?

low of $2.48.

INDOFOOD AGRI RESOURCES LTD

INCREASING CHANCE OF WINNING

IndoFood Agri shows a short consolidation

No strategy is 100% accurate; likewise the

period of 3 months and had a retest near to

Lower High Pattern has its failure. To improve

the same high. A break below important

the accuracy, one can insert certain filters

support $2.67 shows that bears are strong.

to screen out those high probability trades

Subsequently, price moves down by 19.1%

versus low probability trades. One filter that

to $2.10.

I like to use is 200 day moving average. This

HONG LEONG ASIA LTD

average shows attitude of long term investor.
When price is above 200 day moving average,

In the case of Hong Leong Asia, the Lower

investors are bullish. When price is below 200

High pattern behaved slightly different.

day, then investors are bearish.

The retest was part of the consolidation.

To increase the chance of winning, make
sure that at the point of breaking out, price is
either below 200 day MA or has also crossed
below 200 day MA.

The Lower High pattern is valid in any stock.

As said, the longer the consolidation, the

Specifically I like to illustrate that in some

more impactful any movement. After a 5

Singapore listed stocks that show deep cor-

month consolidation, the stock went down

FIGURE 3: INDOFOOD AGRI RESOURCES LTD SHOWS LOWER HIGH PATTERN

FIGURE 4: HONG LEONG ASIA SHOWING SIMILAR SMART MONEY PATTERN – LOWER HIGH
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